We study two dimensional superfluid turbulence by employing an effective description valid in the limit where the density of superfluid vortices is parametrically small. At sufficiently low temperatures the effective description yields an inverse cascade with Kolmogorov energy spectrum E(k) ∼ k −5/3 . Denoting the number of vortices as a function of time by N (t), we find that the vortex annihilation rate scales likeṄ ∼ N 5/3 in states with an inverse cascade andṄ ∼ N 2 for laminar flow.
Introduction.-Two-dimensional turbulent superfluids are now studied experimentally in cold atomic gases [1, 2] . An important open question is the direction of energy cascades in superfluid turbulence. At temperatures of order the critical temperature, where dissipative effects are large, holographic duality has yielded evidence for direct cascades [3] , where energy injected at large length scales is dissipated at small scales. In contrast, studies using weakly damped or zero temperature Gross-Pitaevskii equations suggest inverse cascades [4] [5] [6] , analogous to classical fluids, where short distance forcing creates large vortex structures. Understanding these differences and their physical origin is of great interest.
Superfluid vortices are discrete with quantized circulation and opposite circulation vortices can annihilate. A simple observable is the vortex annihilation ratė N ≡ dN/dt with N (t) the number of vortices as a function of time t. Does the nature of the superfluid flow imprint itself on the vortex annihilation rate? Is the annihilate rate different in turbulent states, and/or sensitive to the direction of the cascade?
Annihilation events can be driven by vortex-vortex interactions mediated by sound or by thermal effects such as vortex drag [7] . In this letter we focus on vortex annihilation in the limit of an asymptotically dilute system of vortices. In this limit vortex-vortex interactions mediated by sound are negligible [8] and vortex annihilation is driven by thermal effects.
We employ an effective description valid in the limit where the average vortex separation λ is much larger than the vortex core size ξ. In the effective description dissipation is encoded in a phenomenological temperaturedependent parameterη(T ), which is the ratio of the strengths of drag and Magnus forces on a vortex.
In the limit of small dissipation (η 1), via numerical simulations we demonstrate the system can enjoy an inverse cascade, with macroscopic clusters of likecirculation vortices forming and the energy spectrum obeying Kolmogorov's k −5/3 scaling. Indeed, forη = 0 the effective dynamics reduces to two dimensional classical hydrodynamics, where the existence of inverse cascades with Kolmogorov scaling is well known. Our main result is that whenη 1, the inverse cascade imprints itself on the vortex annihilation rate: in states with inverse cascadesṄ ∼ −N 5/3 whereas for laminar floẇ N ∼ −N 2 . These different N scalings can be used to distinguish states with inverse cascades from those without and may be easier to access experimentally than other probes of turbulence such as the energy spectrum.
Effective dynamics.-We wish to study the dynamics of a finite temperature state with N superfluid vortices. Denoting the vortex trajectories by X q (t) with q = 1, 2, . . . , N , we aim to find an equation of motion for the X q (t) in the limit where the average vortex separation λ → ∞. The effective description we construct below is simply the first order HVI equations [9] [10] [11] .
Within the framework of effective field theory, the dynamics of X q can be obtained by "integrating out" all degrees of freedom except the vortex positions (see for example [8, 12, 13] ). We choose to focus on the leading order equations of motion for X q (t) in the λ → ∞ limit. The leading order equations of motion follow from momentum conservation and Galilean invariance.
Consider the motion of a vortex with trajectory X(t) in constant background super and normal fluid velocity fields V and U , respectively. We restrict ourselves to the limit where V and U andẊ are asymptotically small and specialize to the case where the vortex has unit circulation κ = ±1. Denoting the quantized unit of vorticity as Ω and the local superfluid velocity by v, this means d ·v = κΩ for every contour which encloses the vortex. The relative motion of the vortex to the normal flow will in general result in a transfer of momentum dp s→n /dt from the super flow to the normal flow. In the limiṫ X, U → 0 the most general form of dp s→n /dt consistent with Galilean invariance is [14] 
where ij is the antisymmetric symbol with 12 = 1.
Here and in what follows we adopt the convention of implicit summation over repeated spatial indices (superscripts). The phenomenological constants η and η depend on microscopic physics and must vanish at zero temperature where the normal component of the system vanishes.
Momentum conservation demands the momentum transfer rate (1) be balanced by flux of momentum dp ∞→core /dt carried by the super flow from large distances to the vortex core. In the limit V , U ,Ẋ → 0, arXiv:1411.2610v1 [cond-mat.quant-gas] 10 Nov 2014
where the system becomes static, the flux of momentum through any surface Σ must be independent of Σ. Hence, one can evaluate dp ∞→core /dt in the asymptotic far zone where the dynamics can be treated with hydrodynamics. Straightforward calculations using superfluid hydrodynamics yield (see for example [15] ) dp i ∞→core
where ρ s is the ambient superfluid density. Eq. (2) is the standard expression for the Magnus force on a vortex moving through a background superfluid velocity field V . Equating the momentum loss rate (1) with the flux (2) we obtain the single-vortex equation of motion
This is simply the first order HVI equation.
With the single vortex equation of motion (3) it is a simple matter to construct the equations of motion for an asymptotically dilute system of vortices interacting with each other. Each vortex will source super and normal fluid velocity fields which decay like 1/d with d being the distance to the vortex core. In the λ → ∞ limit non-linear interactions between flows produced by neighboring vortices are 1/λ suppressed and the net super and normal velocity fields are simply the linear superposition of those generated by individual vortices. Therefore, in the λ → ∞ limit the dynamics of a vortex at X q must be governed by (3) with the "background" fields V and U being the sum of the super and normal fluid velocity fields created by all the other vortices far away from X q . By virtue of the 1/d decay of the flows produced by each vortex, the resulting "background" fields will be both parametrically small and slowly varying in the neighborhood of each vortex.
In equilibrium the superfluid velocity field of a single vortex of winding number κ is κv vortex (x) with
Hence in the λ → ∞ limit the background superfluid velocity a vortex at X m moves in is
Likewise, via (1) each vortex deposits momentum in the normal flow at rate ∼Ẋ q . Via (5) V m ∼ 1/λ sȯ X q ∼ 1/λ. Since the normal velocity field decays like an inverse power of distance, it follows that vortex interactions mediated by normal flow are 1/λ suppressed relative to the that mediated by the super flow (5) and the normal flow can be taken to be its background value.
Therefore, to obtain the equations of motion for vortex at X m , in Eq. (3) we set U = 0 and replace
2 )] where the dimensionless drag coefficientη iŝ
the resulting equations of motion are simply [9] [10] [11] 
For any s these equations are invariant under
Numerical simulation of (7) withη = 0 can yield inverse cascades with Kolmogorov energy spectrum [16] . Withη = 0 the equations of motion reduce to point vortex dynamics where vortices move at the local superfluid velocity and vortex annihilation is forbidden [17] . However, whenη > 0 vortex velocities have a component η ij V j m orthogonal to the local superfluid velocity. This results in repulsive interactions between like-circulation vortices and attractive interactions between opposite circulation vortices. Whenη > 0 vortex annihilation is allowed: pairs of opposite circulation vortices can come together to the same point in a finite time!
To study vortex annihilation in states with inverse cascades we solve the equations of motion numerically at finiteη. However, the equations of motion (7) become singular when vortices annihilate. Indeed, the effective description breaks down when the vortex separation is comparable to the vortex core size ξ. However, as pairs of opposite winding number come together their combined velocity fields nearly cancel and their influence on all the other vortices becomes negligible before they annihilate. To avoid singularities in our numerical simulations arising when vortices annihilate, when two vortices of opposite winding number come within a set distance ξ, we simply delete the pair. We choose units where ξ = 1.
We solve the equations of motion (7) numerically in a periodic box of size L [18] . We set Ω = 2π and choose initial conditions with κ m = sgn(sin Qx m ), and κ m = 0. We employ two sets of parameters. For the first set of parameters we choose L = 100, Q = 8π/L andη = 2.5 × 10 −3 and N = 640. We refer to these parameters and initial conditions as the "small box" parameters. For the second set, L = 1000, Q = 20π/L andη = 2 × 10 and N = 4000. We refer to these parameters and initial conditions as the "large box" parameters.
Inverse cascades.- Fig. 1 shows the evolution of a system of vortices with small-box parameters at times t = 0, t = 88, t = 299 and t = 998. The red dots show the position of κ = +1 vortices and the blue dots show the position of κ = −1 vortices. During times t = 0 through t = O(20) our system experiences an instability which drives the initial state into turbulent evolution. At all times t > 0 shown in Fig. 1 there is no sign of the initial sinusoidal structure present in the initial data at t = 0. At time t = 88 the system consists of many clusters of same winding number vortices with clusters ranging from a few vortices to a few dozen vortices. The clusters rotate collectively with κ = +1 clusters rotating counter clockwise and κ = −1 clusters rotating clockwise. By t = 299, the clusters are noticeably larger in spatial extent while the total number of clusters has decreased. In the upper left quadrant there is a large cluster of κ = −1 vortices and in the lower right quadrant there is a large cluster of κ = +1 vortices. By t = 998 the system consists of two well-defined large clusters of vortices. The upper half plane mostly contains κ = −1 vortices and the lower half plane mostly contains κ = +1 vortices. This self sorting feature -where vortices of like vorticity tend to clump together to produce larger and larger vortex clustersis a tell tale signature of an inverse cascade. To further support the identification of an inverse cascade, we consider the superfluid velocity power spectrum
with v(k) the Fourier transform of the superfluid velocity field. According to Kolmogorov's 1941 theory of classical turbulence, physics at scale k -within an inertial range (Λ − , Λ + ) -only depends on k and the rate ε in which the energy per unit mass is cascaded from mode to mode. Dimensional analysis then fixes
In the limit of an asymptotically dilute system of vortices the superfluid velocity is
In Fig. 2 we plot E(k) at time t = 88. Our numerical results are consistent with the Kolmogorov scaling (10) in the inertial range Λ − ≈ 10 −1 and Λ + ≈ 10 0 . For k > Λ + our numerical results are consistent with the scaling E(k) ∼ k −1 . On dimensional grounds the power spectrum of the single vortex velocity field (4) scales like E(k) ∼ k −1 . Therefore, the knee at k = Λ + denotes the transition from the collective physics of interacting vortex clusters to single-vortex physics. We note Λ − ∼ 2π/L.
In the limitη → 0 it is natural that the dynamics yield an inverse cascade. Forη = 0 the equations of motion (7) imply that the superfluid velocity field (11) satisfies the two dimensional Euler equation
) is the vorticity. Hence, in the limit N → ∞ withη → 0 it is natural to expect the macroscopic dynamics to indistinguishable from classical fluid dynamics [16, 19] . It is well known that two dimensional classical turbulence enjoys an inverse cascade with Kolmogorov scaling.
Vortex annihilation rate.-From Fig. 1 it is obvious that the number of vortices is decreasing as a function of time. To obtain superior vortex annihilation statistics Fig. 1 , and settles down onto theṄ ∼ N 5/3 scaling for N ∈ (300, 3000). Also shown for comparison is Eq. (14), which describes vortex annihilation for laminar flow.
we increase the box size, initial number of vortices, and increase vortex drag by employing the large-box parameters. These initial conditions and parameters also lead to an inverse cascade and Kolmogorov scaling (10), albeit in a much larger system and with a higher vortex annihilation rate. We constructed an ensemble of solutions to the equations of motion (7) and computed the average vortex annihilation rateṄ .
In Fig. 3 we plotṄ as a function of the number of vortices N . Since the number of vortices decreases as a function of time, early times correspond to large N and late times correspond to small N . For N = 4000, corresponding to t = 0, when the κ = ±1 vortices are not well-mixed, the annihilation rate vanishes. However, as time progresses vortices mix, the annihilation rate increases, and settles onto approximate power law behavior. Our numerical results are consistent withṄ ∼ N 5/3 for N ∈ (N − , N + ) with N − ≈ 300 and N + ≈ 3000.
To understand the origin of theṄ ∼ N 5/3 scaling we focus on the limitη 1, where the dynamics are approximately governed by the Euler equation (12) , and treat vortex annihilation perturbatively. We furthermore specialize to states consisting of macroscopically large clusters of vortices. In this limit the vorticity ω can be approximated as continuous and vortex annihilation must occur near ω = 0 contours where opposite circulation vortices mix. The annihilation rate must equal the twice the flux of ±1 circulation vortices into ∓1 circulation clusters. The flux of such vortices is 1 Ω C dsr·J loc where J loc is the vorticity current in the local rest frame of ω = 0 contours andr = ∇ω/|∇ω| is the normal to ω = 0 contours. The contour C consists of the segments of ω = 0 contours wherer · J loc < 0 (i.e. where ±1 circulation vortices flow into ∓1 circulation clusters).
In terms of microscopic variables the vorticity current is J i = q Ωκ qẊ i q δ 2 (x−X q ). Using the equations of motion (7) and taking the macroscopic limit, this becomes
where n is the density of vortices. At leading order inη 1 the local rest frame of ω = 0 contours is governed by the Euler equation from which we obtain J i loc = nΩη ij v j || where v || = v − (r · v)r is the velocity tangent to ω = 0 contours. We thus securė
First, consider vortex annihilation in laminar flows where ω = 0 contours are smooth and C approximately encloses positive circulation clusters. For systems with zero net vorticity Stokes' theorem then fixes C v · d = ΩN/2 . Using n = N/L 2 the annihilation rate (13) readṡ
We have tested (14) in states with laminar flow and found good agreement. The scalingṄ ∼ −ηN 2 also holds for disordered systems of vortices with no macroscopic clusters, albeit with a different coefficient than in (14) . We elaborate on this in a forthcoming paper. For comparison we also plot (14) in Fig. 3 . Evidently, the laminar flow annihilation rate is smaller than that in a turbulent state with an inverse cascade.
We note that recent experiments [2] studying vortex annihilation in a trapped atomic gas have yieldeḋ N ∼ −T 2 N 2 with T the temperature. This suggestŝ η ∼ T 2 . Indeed, recent calculations using holographic duality yield the low temperature scalingη ∼ T 2 [20] . We now consider vortex annihilation in a state with an inverse cascade. In classical two dimensional turbulence ω = 0 contours are fractal with fractal dimension 4/3 [21] . In the limitη 1, where the superfluid dynamics are approximately governed by the Euler equation (12) , it is natural to expect the macroscopic structure of ω = 0 contours to also be fractal. Irregularity of ω = 0 contours impliesr·J loc oscillates in sign. Hence vortex annihilation doesn't happen everywhere along ω = 0 contours, C is not continuous and the integral in (13) is not constrained by Stokes' theorem.
Consider annihilation on the boundary of a vortex cluster of size R. From Kolmogorov's theory we estimate
The R 4/3 scaling encodes that ω = 0 contours have fractal dimension 4/3 [21] . For quantized vortices ε can only depend on Ω and n. Under the rescaling symmetry (8) the Kolmogorov scaling (10) requires ε → s −4 ε. Indeed, dimensional analysis fixes ε ∼ Ω 3 n 2 . Substituting into (13) we therefore concludė
which confirms our numerical results seen in Fig. 3 . Simply put, theṄ ∼ N 5/3 scaling distinguishes states with inverse cascades from those with laminar flow.
Outlook.-While we have focused on theη 1 limit in this paper, it would be interesting to explore the nature of the dynamics asη increases and dissipation becomes stronger. Since finiteη gives rise to repulsive interactions between like-circulation vortices, asη increases likewinding number vortices repel, vortex cluster formation is degraded and inverse cascades must eventually become impossible. At largerη do turbulent superfluids generically transition to the direct cascade observed in [3] ? If so, is there a signature in the vortex annihilation rate? We leave these interesting questions for future work.
